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Spartan Ornamental Aluminum 
Fence Manufacturer
24 Munsonhurst Rd. Franklin, NJ 07416
Toll Free: 855-FENCES4 (336-2374) 
Fax: 973-209-0111
www.SpartanFenceSystems.com

Accessories

Specifications

All Gates Welded  Customized Sizes and Colors Available

COMPONENTS

Pickets

Rails Topwalls

Sidewalls

Posts

Gate Posts

Picket Spacing

Post Spacing

Section Heights

Standard Gate

Openings

RESIDENTIAL

5/8" sq. x .050" Thick

l-l/8" x .062" Thick

1" x .080" Thick

2" sq. x .060" Thick

2" sq. x .080" Thick

2-1/2" sq. x .100" Thick

2"sq. x .125" Thick

3-13/16"

1-5/8" (also available)

72-1/2" on center

36", 48", 54", 57",  60", 72"

36", 48", 60", 72"

COMMERCIAL

3/4" sq. x .055" Thick

1-3/8" x .065" Thick

1-1/4" x .088" Thick

2" sq. x .125" Thick

2" sq. x .080" Thick

2-1/2" sq. x .100" Thick

3" sq. x .125" Thick

4" sq. x .125" Thick

3-5/8"

1-1/2" (also available)

8' on center

72-1/2" (also available)

36", 48", 54", 57",60", 72"

36", 48", 60", 72

INDUSTRIAL

1" sq x .062" Thick

1-5/8" x .070" Thick

1-5/8" x .100" Thick

2-1/2" sq. x .100" Thick

3" sq. x .125" Thick

3" sq. x .125" Thick

4" sq. x .125" Thick

4"

1-1/2" (also available)

8' on center

72-1/2" (also available)

36", 48", 60", 72", 84", 96"

36", 48", 60", 72"

DIMENSIONS

Components TGIC polyester powder coating technology

Coating provides twice the thickness and hardness

and is fade and scratch resistant

Screws Stainless steel,  painted to match fence color

Extruded Rails 6005-T5 Aluminum (35,000 psi yield strength)

MATERIALS Authorized Dealer Information

Ball Post CapStandard Post Cap

Quad-Finial Tri-Finial Fleur de Lis

Scroll

Standard Pickets

Butterfly Circles

Advance your wrought iron
look by adding these classic
caps, finials, and scrolls to
achieve a stately distinction. 

All accessories are cast from
aluminum and powder coated
so they will not rust or corrode.
Enhance the beauty of a
lifetime of maintenance-free
performance!
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Quality is in the Details

Experience the ultimate in elegant durability with Spartan Fence Systems ornamental
aluminum fencing. Enhance the value of your residential or commercial property with 
the classic look of wrought iron while you benefit from the maintenance-free, long lasting,
durability of aluminum. Designed, engineered and manufactured in the USA, Spartan’s 
world-class quality standards ensure consistent strength and performance across every 
part, connection, and section for the lifetime of your fence. Superior powder coat finishes 
will look new year after year, providing you with timeless style and performance. Don’t 
settle for less, choose U.S.A. Quality & Spartan Strength for your property.

Spartan fencing is designed and engineered to overcome the common short falls of ornamental
aluminum fencing products on the market today. Our vast, hands-on, experience in the industry
from fabrication to installation addresses all aspects of what it takes to make the best quality
ornamental aluminum fencing product. From superior wall thicknesses and seamless picket
points, to coating after punching and notching, Spartan design and manufacturing is second to
none. Our meticulous attention to every detail, down to the stainless steel screws used for
assembly, results in the finest quality aluminum fencing available today.
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Design Integrity

• Maximum number of internal ribs contact pickets for ultimate strength & rigidity

• Beveled rails add to a classic appearance and shed water

• No seams or run lines keep surfaces clean and free of unsightly debris, mold, or mildew

• Sealed, seamless picket points never separate over time

• Unmatched, true dimension, structural metal thickness is not compromised

• Lifetime warranty means maintenance-free functionality forever

Flawless Finishes

• Powder coating after punching and notching seals all surfaces for lasting durability

• Stainless steel screws have unobtrusive, hidden heads for smooth look

Safe & Secure

• Rounded picket points are safe for children and pets

• Self-latching and locking gate hardware options give peace of mind

integrity, strength, endurance
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Complement the look and value of your home with Spartan residential aluminum fencing. Spartan
delivers the classic wrought iron aesthetic with a completely maintenance-free system that will retain
its appearance and performance for a lifetime. Standard, smooth, round-edged pickets are safe for
children and pets and a variety of styles, sizes and accessories make Spartan fencing ideal for any
property. Enjoy homeowner’s peace of mind and security with the strength and endurance of Spartan.
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Puppy Picket 1*

Residential PANEL Styles

ACCESSORIES

Puppy Picket 2*

*       

Puppy Picket 3*

D

  

Lambert

B

  

      

  

Deire

P   

Black Residential Crimson w/Ball Caps and Quad-Finial and Puppy Pickets #2

* Puppy Picket available on all above styles

residential fences
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BLACK WHITE BRONZE HEDGE
GREEN

SOFT
BEIGE

(Color may very slightly to actual fence color.)

powder coating colors

Ball Post CapStandard Post Cap

Quad-Finial Tri-Finial Fleur de Lis

Scroll

Standard Pickets

Butterfly Circles
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Spartan’s style and looks are surpassed only by it’s strength in security and safety when it comes 
to swimming pool enclosures. Manufactured to meet all stringent BOCA pool safety codes, Spartan
enclosure systems adhere to height, flush bottom rail, and picket spacing requirements to ensure 
the integrity, safety, and security of your pool environment. Matching gates with BOCA compliant locks,
safety latching, and self-closing, speed adjustable hinges are imperative to the safety of children 
and pets. For the perfect choice to enclose your pool with style and grace, look to Spartan for a lifetime 
of maintenance-free, worry-free, secure, safe performance.

Crimson

W

Starrett

G

Windsor Galloway

Benham

L

Lambert Deire

S

pool enclosure Styles

ACCESSORIES

Residential Longspur w/Quad-Finials and Ball Post Caps

Black Residential Crimson w/Ball Caps and Quad-Finial and Puppy Pickets #2
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(Color may very slightly to actual fence color.)

powder coating colors

Ball Post CapStandard Post Cap

Quad-Finial Tri-Finial Fleur de Lis

Scroll

Standard Pickets

Butterfly Circles

Call or pay a visit to your local

building department to get up-to-

date information on your local

city, township, or village codes.

Codes are regulations or rules

which govern specific situations. 

In this case ask specifically for

the codes required for pool

fence installations.

Magna-Latch

True Close Hinge

pool enclosures
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elegant 
The stately elegance of a wrought iron entryway or estate gate is undeniable. Spartan offers a choice
of single or double estate gate models in standard or custom sizes that capitalize on the life-long
performance and maintenance-free beauty of powder coated aluminum. Spartan’s wear resistant finish
and highest quality hardware are enhanced by diagonal bracing for added strength. Heavy duty two
inch square frames and welded U-frame construction provide the structural integrity necessary for
proper alignment and reliable operation over the lifetime of your gate. Let Spartan estate and arched
gates stand the test of time for your entranceway as you benefit from the maintenance-free,
architectural enhancement of your property. 

ENTRY styles

ACCESSORIES

Residential Longspur w/Quad-Finials and Ball Post Caps

Black Residential Crimson w/Ball Caps and Quad-Finial and Puppy Pickets #2
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powder coating colors

Ball Post CapStandard Post Cap

Quad-Finial Tri-Finial Fleur de Lis
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Standard Pickets

Butterfly Circles

Z-Lokk on Metal Gate

Brass Handle

True Close Hinge

 

 

Dome

Upward Curve

 

 

Downward Curve

CONTINUOUS DOME ARCH

ESTATE GATES

ARCHED

Arch Scalloped

elegant entries
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Extend the strength, stability, and security of your business with Spartan aluminum fencing. 
Heavy duty commercial grade wall thicknesses, welded framing, commercial rails and posts
provide a variety of options for any commercial property. Choose from three rail styles 
in standard heights and widths or request custom four rail construction and custom heights 
to meet your specific needs. Spartan gates are supported by industrial strength operating
mechanisms and hardware for dependable performance and enclosures can meet medium level
security requirements.
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COMMERCIAL PANEL Styles

ACCESSORIES

Lambert

B

  

      

  

Deire

P   
Residential Longspur w/Quad-Finials and Ball Post Caps

Black Residential Crimson w/Ball Caps and Quad-Finial and Puppy Pickets #2
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(Color may very slightly to actual fence color.)

powder coating colors

Ball Post CapStandard Post Cap

Quad-Finial Tri-Finial Fleur de Lis
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Standard Pickets

Butterfly Circles

COMMERCial fences


